Conservation of a potential metal binding motif despite extensive sequence diversity in the rotavirus nonstructural protein NS53.
The nucleotide sequence for the simian rotavirus SA11 gene segment 5 has been determined. The gene is 1611 nucleotides in length and contains a single open reading frame of 1485 nucleotides. The segment codes for the nonstructural protein NS53 which is predicted to be a polypeptide of 495 amino acids with a molecular weight of 58,484. When compared to the sequence of bovine RF gene segment 5 there are homologies of only 49 and 36% at the nucleotide and amino acid levels, respectively. This is in marked contrast to the situation with other rotavirus nonstructural proteins which are highly conserved between isolates. Nevertheless, there is a conserved region between amino acids 37-81 which contains a generalized motif for a metal binding domain. All eight cysteine and two histidine residues in this short sequence are conserved between the simian and bovine NS53 proteins. The conservation of this domain despite extensive sequence diversity in the remainder of the protein suggests that this region is functionally important.